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In this paper we complete the program of the noncomutative geometry inspired black holes,
providing the richest possible solution, endowed with mass, charge and angular momentum. After
providing a prescription for employing the Newman-Janis algorithm in the case of nonvanishing
stress tensors, we find regular axisymmetric charged black holes in the presence of a minimal length.
We study also the new thermodynamics and we determine the corresponding higher-dimensional
solutions. As a conclusion we make some consideration about possible applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When we talk about curvature singularities in gen-
eral relativity, we often forget that they are just ficti-
tious effects emerging where the classical description of
the gravitational field breaks down. In other words, to
obtain physically reliable scenarios in spacetime regions
plagued by curvature singularities, one has just the only
possibility of invoking some formulation of the quantum
theory of gravitation. Along this line of reasoning, new
black hole geometries have successfully been derived, by
improving the classical singularities with quantum grav-
ity mechanisms. For instance, loop quantum black holes
(LQBHs) have been obtained starting from the prescrip-
tions of loop quantum qravity. Inside the event hori-
zon, a quantized version of the Kantowski-Sachs space-
time has replaced the irregular Schwarzschild geometry
[1]. Other examples are the noncommutative geometry
inspired black holes (NCBHs), whose line element sin-
gularities are cured by the presence of a minimal length
effectively induced by the noncommutative character of
coordinate operators [2–5]. Even if LQBHs and NCBHs
use different tools to tame the curvature singularity, they
share many common features, which would suggest an
universal character when quantum gravity effects are
taken into account. For instance, under some additional
hypotheses, they both admit a maximum temperature,
showing a thermodynamically stable final phase of the
Hawking evaporation, or they both can be dirty, namely
admitting g00 metric components which do not coincide
with the usual value −g−111 [6]. While LQBHs are for
now known only for neutral, nonrotating, static four-
dimensional geometries, the program of NCBHs includes
a richer variety of physical situations: indeed the charged
solution [7], the extradimensional neutral [8] and charged
solutions [9] and the rotating one [10] have been obtained
and they all exhibit a deSitter core/belt as a consequence
of quantum manifold fluctuations at the origin. The
2general strategy to derive NCBH solutions consists of
prescribing an improved form of the energy-momentum
tensor, which accounts for the noncommutative fluctua-
tions of the manifold at the origin and being vanishing
for distances larger with respect to the noncommutative
geometry typical scale, i.e. the minimal length. Another
requirement is the covariant conservation of the energy-
momentum tensor, while energy conditions at the ori-
gin are generally violated, in agreement with the fact
that we are invoking a non-standard, i.e. non-classical,
kind of matter. The derivation of the correct form of the
energy-momentum tensor requires great care, in partic-
ular, for the axisymmetric case. Indeed, thanks to some
considerations about the Kerr-Schild decomposition and
some physical requirements for the regularity of the man-
ifold, the noncommutative inspired Kerr (NCKerr) solu-
tion has been derived starting from a spinning fluid-type
energy-momentum tensor. On the other hand, even for
the spherically symmetric case, the inclusion of the elec-
tromagnetic interaction, makes the determination of the
energy-momentum tensor much more difficult. In partic-
ular, if we want to have a complete scenario for a regular
black hole endowed with all the three externally observ-
able classical parameters, mass, electric charge, and an-
gular momentum, we need to devise an alternative to
the direct derivation of the energy-momentum tensor. In
this paper, we propose a way to circumvent the aforemen-
tioned difficulties opening a new route on the basis of the
Newman-Janis algorithm [11]. However this kind of al-
gorithm works only for vacuum or Reissner-Nordstro¨m
geometries. As a result, we first provide a prescription
to amend the Newman-Janis algorithm and extend its
validity to the case of NCBHs. Then we show how this
prescription lets us correctly obtain the recent regular
spinning black hole, i.e. the NCKerr solution. Then
we proceed by deriving the corresponding regular Kerr-
Newman (NCKN) solution and the higher-dimensional
version of NCKerr and NCKN metrics. We recall that
there exist other attempts to determine regular spinning
black hole solutions [12]. However the strategy at the ba-
sis of these derivations has been always that of matching
an outer geometry with a regular local geometry at the
origin. Conversely, by means of the Newman-Janis mech-
anism we shall present unique solutions which interpolate
the local regular behavior at the origin and the conven-
tional rotating geometries at large distances. In addi-
tion, against the existing literature, our solutions have an
intrinsic quantum gravitational character at the origin,
since the Newman-Janis algorithm maintains the origi-
nal features of the corresponding nonrotating NCBHs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the Newman-Janis algorithm which we will use in
the following sections to derive the NCKerr solution (Sec.
III), the NCKN (Sec. IV) and the higher-dimensional
NCKerr and NCKN solutions (Sec. V). Throughout the
sections, discussions are devoted both to regularity of the
geometry and the behavior of the Hawking temperature.
In Sec. VI, we draw the conclusions.
II. NEWMAN-JANIS ALGORITHM
The Newman-Janis algorithm is often regarded as a
short cut to obtain spinning black hole solutions from
the corresponding nonrotating ones. According to [13],
the algorithm works only for vacuum solutions or the case
of a Maxwell stress tensor at the most. After presenting
the general procedure, we will provide in the next section
a prescription to include the case of nonvanishing stress
tensors. We start from the line element
ds2 = e2Φ(r)dt2 − e2λ(r)dr2 −H(r)dΩ2
= G(r)dt2 − dr
2
F (r)
−H(r)dΩ2. (1)
Employing the outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordi-
nates {u, r, ϑ, φ}, where
u = t− r∗ (2)
and dr∗ = dr/
√
GF , the above line element can be writ-
ten in the following shape
ds2 = G(r)du2 + 2
√
G(r)
F (r)
dudr −H(r) dΩ2.
The covariant metric in matrix form reads
gµν =


0 e−Φ(r)−λ(r) 0 0
e−Φ(r)−λ(r) −e−2λ(r) 0 0
0 0 −1H(r) 0
0 0 0 −1H(r) sin2 ϑ

. (3)
We can write the metric in terms of null tetrad vectors
gµν = lµnν + lνnµ −mµm¯ν −mνm¯µ,
lµ = δµ1 ,
nµ =
√
F
G
δµ0 −
1
2
Fδµ1 ,
mµ =
1√
2H
(
δµ2 +
i
sinϑ
δµ3
)
(4)
where lµl
µ = mµm
µ = nµn
µ = lµm
µ = nµm
µ = 0 and
lµn
µ = −mµm¯µ = 1 (x¯ is the complex conjugate of the
general quantity x). Complex null tetrads form the start-
ing point to derive the Kerr spinning black hole metric.
To this purpose, we consider the following Newman-Janis
complex increment
r → r′ = r + i a cosϑ,
u→ u′ = u− i a cosϑ. (5)
Under the complex increment the tetrads change
lµ = δµ1 , (6)
nµ =
√
F (r, ϑ)
G(r, ϑ)
δµ0 −
1
2
F (r, ϑ) δµ1 ,
mµ =
1√
2H(r, ϑ)
(
ia sinϑ(δµ0 − δµ1 ) + δµ2 +
i
sinϑ
δµ3
)
.
3For G = F and H = r2 the metric simplifies and reads
ds2 = G(r)du2 + 2dudr − r2dΩ2.
III. REGULAR KERR BLACK HOLE
A. Derivation of noncommutative black holes
We start by briefly recalling the general ideas behind
NCBH solutions. The quest for a noncommutative for-
mulation of general relativity is a long standing problem
which seems, up to now far from being close to a solution.
The general procedure of employing the Moyal ⋆-product
among vielbein fields in gravity action is mathematically
correct but physically not efficient when studying specific
solutions. This can be explained by the fact that, for
practical computations one must expand the ⋆-product
in the noncommutative parameter: at any truncation at
a desired order one actually destroys the nonlocal char-
acter of the theory [14]. As a consequence, the resulting
black hole geometries are affected by a singular behav-
ior at the origin as conventional classical solutions [15].
Against this background, there is a possibility of circum-
venting the problem by changing strategy. Instead of
formulating a theory with a nonlocal product one may
think to implement the nonlocal character of noncommu-
tative geometry, by an effective deformation of conven-
tional field equations. Roughly speaking one can average
noncommutative fluctuations of the manifold and work
with the resulting mean values. The starting point is the
ultimate fate of the classical point-like object in noncom-
mutative geometry. In a series of papers based on the
coordinates coherent state approach to noncommutative
geometry [16] it has been shown that the mean position
of a point like object in a noncommutative manifold is
no longer governed by a Dirac delta function but by a
Gaussian distribution
ρθ(~x) =
1
(4πθ)d/2
e−~x
2/4θ, (7)
where d is the manifold dimension and θ the noncom-
mutative parameter with dimensions of a length squared
that encodes a minimal length in the manifold. In addi-
tion it has been shown that primary corrections to any
field equation in the presence of a noncommutative back-
ground can be obtained by replacing the conventional
point-like source term (matter sector) with a Gaussian
distribution, while keeping formally unchanged differen-
tial operators (geometry sector) [4]. In the specific case
of the gravity field equations this is equivalent to say-
ing that the only modification occurs at the level of the
energy-momentum tensor, while Gµν is formally left un-
changed.
For a static, spherically symmetric, noncommutative
diffused, particlelike gravitational source, one gets a
Gaussian profile for the T 00 component of the energy-
momentum tensor. The covariant conservation and the
additional “Schwarzschild-like” condition g00 = −g−1rr
completely specify the form of the energy-momentum
tensor which generates the solution [3]
ds2 =
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)
dt2 − dr
2(
1− 2m(r)r
) − dΩ2, (8)
where
m(r) =M
γ(3/2; r2/4θ)
Γ(3/2)
, (9)
with M the total (constant) mass of the system and
γ(3/2; r2/4θ) =
∫ r2/4θ
0
t1/2e−tdt ,
Γ(3/2) =
∫ ∞
0
t1/2e−tdt =
√
π
2
. (10)
This metric describes the noncommutative geometry in-
spired Schwarzschild (NCSchw) black hole. At large dis-
tances, i.e. r ≫
√
θ, the function m(r) approaches the
total mass M , namely m(r) → M , and (8) matches the
conventional Schwarzschild solution. At short distances
r ≪
√
θ a regular de Sitter core accounts for the man-
ifold fluctuations, taming the singularity at the origin.
The de Sitter core is the sign of an antigravity effect.
Indeed the matter which generates the spacetime geom-
etry is no longer concentrated at the origin, but it is
smeared out with a Gaussian profile. The noncommuta-
tive fluctuations sustain this Gaussian profile, prevent-
ing its collapse into a Dirac delta. As a result, we cannot
speak of a vacuum solution, since Einstein equations have
a nonvanishing energy-momentum tensor. Furthermore,
this energy-momentum tensor, describing an anisotropic
fluid, has a form not equivalent to that of the electromag-
netic field stress tensor. For this reason, the application
of the Newman-Janis procedure [13] is no longer straight-
forward, but requires additional work.
B. New prescription for the complexification
In this section we extend the Newman-Janis procedure
to the case of the line element in (8). The key point is now
how to perform the complexification. We need to adapt
the general procedure, in order to include the presence
of anisotropic stress tensors. Without loss of generality,
we can write the line element (8) as
ds2 =
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)
du2 + 2dudr − dΩ2, (11)
which lets us identify
e2Φ(r) =
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)
& λ(r) = −Φ(r). (12)
Suppose we start from the case θ = 0. The line element
(8) coincides with the Schwarzschild one, m(r) = M ,
4and there is no difficulty in following the procedure in
[13]. The mass term in unaffected by the complexification
r 7→ r′ = r + ia cosϑ and only the term
1
r
7→ 1
2
(
1
r′
+
1
r¯′
)
=
r
r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ
(13)
is modified by the algorithm. As a consequence we write
the complexified metric as
e2Φ(r)) 7→ 1− 2m(Re(r
′))
2
(
1
r′
+
1
r¯′
)
= 1− 2m(r)r
r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ
, (14)
where we have expressed M in terms of m(r′) as M =
m(Re(r′)) = m(r). We show now that (14) has general
validity and does not depend on the specific value θ = 0,
chosen for the noncommutative parameter. To this pur-
pose, we need to invoke the Kerr-Schild decomposition.
As shown in [10], the Schwarzschild like class of metrics
can be cast in the form
ds2 = ds2M −
f(r)
r2
(kµdx
µ)2, (15)
where ds2M is the Minkoswki line element and kµ is a
lightlike vector in Minkowski coordinates. The function
f(r) depends only on the radial coordinate and reads
f(r) = 2m(r)r. (16)
For the conventional Schwarzschild solution we simply
have f(r) = 2Mr. This kind of decomposition permits
us to express spinning solutions too. Indeed even if the
symmetry has changed, from a spherically symmetric ge-
ometry to an axisymmetric geometry, the formal struc-
ture of the solution (15) holds
ds2 = ds2M −
f(r)
r′r¯′
(kµdx
µ)2, (17)
where f(r) is formally the same as in (16) and kµ is
expressed in spheroidal coordinates. As a result we con-
clude that in all generality the mass term m(r) is unaf-
fected by the complexification and (14) is valid for any
value of the parameter θ.
C. The nonsingular line element
With the above prescription we can follow the
Newman-Janis algorithm and write the metric in Boyer-
Lindquist coordinates
ds2B−L = G(r, ϑ)dt
2 − Σ(r, ϑ) dr
2
a2 sin2 ϑ+G(r, θ)Σ(r, ϑ)
+2(1−G(r, ϑ)) sin2 θ dtdφ − Σ(r, ϑ)dϑ2
− sin2 ϑ [a2(2−G(r, ϑ)) sin2 ϑ+Σ(r, ϑ)] dφ2, (18)
where
G(r, ϑ) := e2Φ(r,ϑ) = 1− 2Mr
r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ
γ(3/2; r2/4θ)
Γ(3/2)
,
Σ(r, ϑ) = r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ. (19)
We introduce also the quantity
∆ := r2 − 2m(r) r + a2 (20)
which is useful to express the metric in a more familiar
form
ds2 =
∆− a2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
dt2 − Σ
∆
dr2 − Σ dϑ2 (21)
−Σ
∆
dr2 − Σ dϑ2 + 2a sin2 ϑ
(
1− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
)
dt dφ
− sin2 ϑ
[
Σ + a2 sin2 ϑ
(
2− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
)]
dφ2.
The above metric coincides with that found in [10]. This
is a sign of robustness of our procedure. In Kerr coordi-
nates the metric reads
ds2(K) = G(r, ϑ)du
2 − Σ(r, ϑ)dϑ2 − 2a sin2 ϑdrdφ
+
[
a2(G(r, ϑ) − 2) sin2 ϑ− Σ(r, ϑ)] sin2(ϑ)dφ2
+2a(1−G(r, θ)) sin2 ϑdφdu. (22)
Here we will not repeat all the discussion about this
NCKerr black hole. We just provide some additional
clues with respect to the known literature. For instance
the curvature singularity is claimed to be removed. To
attack the singularity problem we can study not only the
Ricci scalar but also the Kretschmann invariant defined
as K(r, ϑ) = RµνρσR
µνρσ. The Ricci scalar,
R(r, ϑ) =
Mr2e−
r
2
4θ
(
r2 − 8θ)√
π θ5/2 (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
, (23)
is regular in r = 0, ϑ = π/2 but it assumes two different
values depending of the way one reaches the origin. This
is the signature of the presence of the so called “de Sitter
belt”. If we approach the origin moving on the equatorial
plane, i.e. ϑ = π/2, we find a regular rotating de Sitter
geometry
lim
r→0
(
lim
ϑ→π/2
R(r, ϑ)
)
= − 4M√
π θ3/2
. (24)
However if we approach the origin along an arbitrary
plane, i.e. r → 0 with ϑ 6= π/2, we reach the equatorial
disk. Since in this region there is no matter, we find a
Minkowski geometry, namely
lim
ϑ→π/2
(
lim
r→0
R(r, ϑ)
)
= 0. (25)
This feature can also be seen by studying the
Kretschmann invariant, whose general formula is given
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FIG. 1: Plot of the surface gravity as a function of the horizon
radius for different values of the a. The rotation has just the
effect of increasing the values of the mass of the black hole
remnant.
in (B1). Again we obtain two different values according
to the way we approach the origin
lim
r→0
(
lim
ϑ→π/2
K(r, ϑ)
)
=
8M2
3πθ3
, (26)
lim
ϑ→π/2
(
lim
r→0
K(r, ϑ)
)
= 0.
To clarify this point it is worthwhile to expand the metric
for small r, keeping ϑ = π/2
ds2 ≈
(
1− Λr
2
3
)
dt2 − r
2
a2 + r2
dr2
+2
Λar2
3
dt dφ−
(
r2 + a2 +
Λa2r2
3
)
dφ2, (27)
which corresponds to a rotating de Sitter geometry with
Λ = M/θ3/2
√
π. If one approaches the origin for ϑ 6=
π/2, one finds the flat disk
ds2 ≈ dt2 − cos2 ϑdr2 − a2 sin2 ϑdφ2. (28)
The two geometries have been explained in terms of a
rotating string, which replaces the ring singularity [10].
This is equivalent to saying that instead of the conven-
tional infinite discontinuity in the curvature, we have a
finite jump, i.e. 4Λ, thanks to the presence of the de
Sitter belt.
D. Thermodynamics
To complete the analysis of the NCKerr solution, we
face the problem of the Hawking temperature, a fact yet
unexplored in the literature. To define the Hawking tem-
perature we need the surface gravity κ in order to have
T =
~cκ
2πkB
, (29)
where we have temporarily restored all the constants for
sake of clarity. The surface gravity is defined by
κ2 = −1
2
∇µχν∇µχν , (30)
where χν are null Killing vectors. In the case of an ax-
isymmetric geometry, the quest of null Killing vectors
requires a certain attention. We start from
χµ = ξµ +Ωmµ, (31)
where ξµ ≡ ∂t and mµ ≡ ∂φ are, respectively, the Killing
vector associated with the time translation invariance
and rotational invariance. We find Ω imposing χµ to
be a null vector, i.e.
χµχµ = gtt + 2Ωgtφ +Ω
2gφφ = 0 (32)
=⇒ Ω = − gtφ
gφφ
±
√(
gtφ
gφφ
)2
− gtt
gφφ
= ω ±
√
ω2 − gtt
gφφ
,
where
ω =
gtφ
gφφ
=
−a [Σ− (∆− a2 sin2 ϑ)]
Σ2 + a2 sin2 ϑ
[
2Σ− (∆− a2 sin2 ϑ)] , (33)
and therefore
Ω = ω ± Σ∆
1
2
sinϑ
[
(a2 sin2 ϑ+Σ)2 −∆a2 sin2 ϑ] . (34)
On the event horizon ∆ = 0. Thus Ω reduces to ΩH =
ω(r+) = a/(r
2
+ + a
2), where r+ is implicitly defined by
∆(r+) = 0. The surface gravity for a general function
∆(r) is
κ =
∆′(r+)
2(r2+ + a
2)
(35)
where ′ denotes the derivative respect to r. More specif-
ically when ∆(r) = r2 + a2 − 2m(r)r as in the NCKerr
spacetime we find
κ =
r+
2(r2+ + a
2)
[
1− a
2
r2+
− (r
2
+ + a
2)r+
4θ3/2
e−r
2
+/4θ
γ(3/2; r2+/4θ)
]
.
As a result the temperature becomes a function T =
T (r+, a). We notice that for having a positive defined
temperature a cannot exceed r+. In Fig. 1, we see that
the profile of the temperature is roughly equivalent to
that of the nonrotating solution. After a temperature
maximum, the black hole cools down to a zero temper-
ature black hole remnant final state. The size and the
mass of this remnant have increased with respect to the
6nonrotating case, since also the rotational kinetic energy
is stored in the final configuration. However, this scenario
does not take into account the loss of angular momentum
due to the Hawking emission and the consequent transi-
tion into a Schwarzschild phase. In other words the black
hole evaporation is a multi phase process that would re-
quire further investigations.
IV. REGULAR KERR-NEWMAN BLACK HOLE
A. The nonsingular line element
After the foreplay about the NCKerr solution, we can
make a step forward. We want to derive a new space-
time geometry which comprises all the three fundamen-
tal black hole parameters, mass, charge and angular mo-
mentum. In the spirit of what we found in the previous
section, we would like the new solution to be singularity
free for the presence of an effective minimal length. This
would close the program of the NCBHs, initiated in 2005
with the NCSchw solution. To tackle this problem we
recall the noncommutative geometry inspired Reissner-
Nordstro¨m (NCRN) solution described by the line ele-
ment [7]
ds2 = e2Φ(r)dt2 − dr
2
e2Φ(r)
− r2dΩ2, (36)
where exp(2Φ) is the following more involved but regular
quantity
e2Φ(r) = 1− 2
r
[
Mγ(3/2; r2/4θ)
Γ(3/2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(r)
+
1
r2
{
Q2
π
[
γ2(1/2; r2/4θ)− r√
2θ
γ(1/2; r2/2θ) + r
√
2
θ
γ(3/2; r2/4θ)
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
q(r)2
. (37)
This geometry is generated by an energy-momentum ten-
sor made up of two parts
T µν = T µνmatt. + T
µν
el. , (38)
where T µνmatt. describes an anisotropic neutral fluid and
T µνel. is formally the usual electromagnetic field stress ten-
sor. However, the Maxwell field Fµν solves the equation
1√−g ∂µ
(√−g Fµν ) = Jν , (39)
whose source term is subjected to the noncommutative
smearing effect, i.e. the presence of a minimal length. As
a consequence the resulting electric field is
E (r) =
2Q√
π r2
γ
(
3
2
;
r2
4θ
)
, (40)
where Q = Q c2/G1/2 is the electric charge. Another
key feature of the solution is its ADM mass M , which
includes also the regularized electrostatic self-energy of
the system
M =
∮
Σ
dσµ
(
T 0µ |matt. + T 0µ |el.
)
, (41)
where Σ is a t = const., closed three-surface at infinity.
In the conventional Reisnerr-Nordsto¨m solution this term
diverges and it is simply disregarded. Indeed to avoid the
problem of the singularity, one solves Einstein equations
in a restricted domain R × (R3 \ {0}), i.e. in vacuum,
and identifies the two integration constants with mass
and charge from the behavior of the solution at infinity.
Given the form of the electric field (40), the actual form
of T 0µ |el. turns out to be rather different from the usual
electromagnetic stress tensor. Therefore the Newman-
Janis algorithm must be reviewed. As in the previous
sections we invoke the validity of the Kerr-Schild decom-
position. The conventional Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution
can be written as
ds2 = ds2M −
f(r)
r2
(kµdx
µ)2, (42)
where the function f(r) = 2Mr − Q2. The NC geom-
etry inspired solution has the same form. The delocal-
ization of the source term in Einstein equations has just
the effect of modifying the function f(r), which now is
f(r) = 2m(r)r − q(r)2. This is in the spirit of what we
have seen for the Schwarzschild case. The function f(r)
is mapped into f(r) = 2m(r)r, passing from the conven-
tional to the NC geometry inspired case, but maintains
the structure f ∝ r× mass. In the charged case the only
difference is that the “mass” contains also the energy
stored in the field, namely
2 mass 7→ 2 mass− charge
2
r
. (43)
As a result for the class of all rotating geometries we
still have (17). We conclude that the function f(r) is
formally unaffected even if expressed in spheroidal co-
ordinates rather than spherical ones. Therefore we can
7extend the validity of our prescription about the complex-
ification of line elements not comprised by the Newman-
Janis algorithm in order to include the NCRN geometry.
For this reason we write
e2Φ(r) = 1− 2m(r)
r
+
q(r)2
r2
7→ 1−
(
1
r′
+
1
r¯′
)
m[Re(r′)] +
1
r′r¯′
q2[Re(r′)]
= 1− 2m(r)r
r2 + a2 cos2(ϑ)
+
q(r)2
r2 + a2 cos2(ϑ)
. (44)
The line element is formally equivalent to the neutral one
ds2 =
∆− a2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
dt2 − Σ
∆
dr2 − Σ dϑ2 (45)
+2a sin2 ϑ
(
1− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
)
dt dφ
− sin2 ϑ
[
Σ+ a2 sin2 ϑ
(
2− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
Σ
)]
dφ2.
(46)
apart from the function ∆(r)
∆ = r2 − 2m(r)r + q(r)2 + a2, (47)
which now depends on the “charged” f(r). Because of
the equivalent formal structure of the line element, con-
siderations about the horizons are the same as in the
neutral case. The horizon equation 1/grr = 0, gives
∆(rH) = 0. Again this equation cannot be solved in
a closed form as rH = rH(M,Q, a). Anyway the horizon
equation is formally equivalent to its corresponding one
for the nonrotating case. There is just an extra parame-
ter a2 which simply shifts the roots of the equation. As
a result we have the following scenario (see Fig. 2)
1. for M > Mextr. there are two distinct horizons
r±, corresponding to the case of nonextremal black
hole;
2. for M = Mextr. there is one degenerate horizon
rextr., corresponding to the case of extremal black
hole;
3. for M <Mextr. there is no horizon and the line el-
ement describes the regular geometry of a charged
spinning object. Extending the terminology al-
ready in use we will speak of charged spinning
mini-gravastar, a system completely governed by
the quantum mechanical fluctuations of the mani-
fold.
In support of our claim about the regularity of the space-
time, we must study the singularity problem. The Ricci
scalar as function of r and ϑ is
R(r, ϑ) =
−4rm′′(r)− 8m′(r) + 2[q2]′′(r)
a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2
, (48)
FIG. 2: Plot of the function ∆ = 0 for the neutral rotating
case. The parameter a is along the z-axis there, the horizon
radius is along the x-axis and the mass M is along the y-
axis. Qualitatively this is the behaviors of the rotating charges
solution too.
introducing m(r) and q(r)2 we find
R(r, ϑ) =
e−
r
2
2θ
4πθ3 r (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
× (49)[
4
√
π
√
θMr5e
r
2
4θ −
√
2Q2r5e
r
2
4θ + 8θQ2r3
(√
2e
r
2
4θ + 1
)
−8√πθ 32 r2e r
2
4θ
(
4Mr +Q2
)
+ 8θ
3
2Q2r2e
r
2
4θ Γ
(
1
2
,
r2
4θ
)]
.
The plot for the Ricci scalar, with the analytical limits
near the classical singularity, is in Fig.3. As in the
neutral case, a jump of the Ricci scalar at the origin
appears
lim
r→0
lim
ϑ→π/2
R(r, ϑ) =
√
2Q2 − 4√π
√
θM
πθ2
,
lim
ϑ→π/2
lim
r→0
R(r, ϑ) = 0. (50)
These limits deserve further consideration with respect to
the new case. Indeed we have seen that for the NCKerr
solution approaching the origin on the equatorial plane
lets us experience a cosmological term Λ = M/θ3/2
√
π.
This is exactly the value seen when approaching the ori-
gin of the corresponding spherically symmetric solution,
namely, the NCSchw black hole. The only difference in
the spinning case is that such a Λ emerges only for limits
along the equatorial plane. But there is something more.
The same value emerges as far as one approaches the ori-
gin of the NCRN solution. More precisely in the latter
case only the bare mass term
M0 =
∮
Σ
dσµ T 0µ |matt. , (51)
8FIG. 3: Plot of the Ricci scalar as a function or r and ϑ for
different values of the couple (M,a). Along the equatorial
plane, i.e. ϑ = pi/2 ∼ 1.57 the de Sitter belt appears. For all
other angles, one finds a flat disk i.e. vanishing curvature.
contributes to the effective cosmological constant, while
the electromagnetic contribution turns out to be sublead-
ing. This would imply that also in our new spinning
charged solution the value of Λ could be proportional
to M0 as in the nonrotating case. Indeed if we give for
granted the scheme in (43), we can exploit the properties
of the NCRN solution, for which the mass term M reads
M = M0 +
Q2√
2θπ
. (52)
We notice that by inserting the above relation in (50), the
electromagnetic energy exactly cancels out, confirming
our line of reasoning
lim
r→0
lim
ϑ→π/2
R(r, ϑ) = − 4M0√
πθ3/2
. (53)
This feature discloses new insights about the nature of
the energy-momentum tensor.
B. Stress-energy tensor
Before addressing the problem of the energy-
momentum tensor we recall some properties of the new
solution. The charged spinning geometry has been sim-
ply mapped from the nonrotating one, without formally
modifying the distributions of mass and charge. Further-
more, the charged spinning geometry can also be mapped
from the neutral spinning one, simply redefining f(r) or
∆, in order to include a charge term. We conclude that
the Newman-Janis algorithm does not affect the general
form of the stress tensor, that will be
T µν = (ρ+ pϑ) (u
µuν − ℓµℓν)− pϑ δµν . (54)
The above expression can be split in two contributions
as in the NCRN case
T µν = T
µ
ν |matt. + T µν |el. , (55)
where T µν |matt. is the source term for the neutral spinning
solution, namely
T µν |matt. = (ρ0 + (pϑ)0) (uµuν − ℓµℓν)− (pϑ)0 δµν . (56)
We start from T 00 which represents the energy density of
the system. We have already obtained a prescription for
it from the form of the total mass energy of the system
(52). If we really believe that the charged solution can
be obtained from the neutral one assuming a new form
for f(r), the resulting energy density can be obtained
invoking the validity of (43). Therefore it reads
T 00 ≡ ρ(r) = ρm(r) + ρq(r) , (57)
where ρM (r) contains both the term leading to the bare
mass M0 and the electrostatic self-energy density
ρm(r) = ρ0(r) + ρself(r) (58)
and ρq(r) can be implicitly defined through
2π
∫ r
0
dr
∫ π
0
dϑ sinϑ
Σ2
r2
ρq(x) = −1
2
q(r)2
r
. (59)
Here the integration volume in spheroidal coordinates is
considered. In agreement with [10], ρ(r) is an invariant
energy density and the function ρm(r) is connected to
the mass distribution as
ρm(r) =
r4
Σ2
ρG(r), (60)
9where ρG(r) is the original spherically symmetric Gaus-
sian in agreement with the basic motivations of all NC
geometry inspired solutions
ρG(r) =
M
(4πθ)3/2
e−r
2/4θ. (61)
To check this result we need to prove that (52) is satis-
fied. To this purpose we recall that the mass M can be
obtained from
M = 2π
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ π
0
dϑ sinϑ
Σ2
r2
ρ(r). (62)
The integral can be written as
M = 2π
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ π
0
dϑ sinϑ
Σ2
r2
[ρ0(r) + ρself(r) + ρq(r)] .
The integration of ρq(r) gives ∼ Q2/r which vanishes at
infinity. Therefore the integral becomes
M = 4π
∫ ∞
0
r2ρG(r), (63)
where ρG(r) is nothing but the profile of the NCRN case.
Therefore we know that its integration leads to a mass
M including the regularized electrostatic self energy as in
(52). The other entries of the stress tensor are connected
through Einstein equations to the generic functions f(r)
and ∆
d2f
dr2
= 16πgϑϑ
(
T rr + T
ϑ
ϑ
)
, (64)
d2∆
dr2
= 2− 16πgϑϑ
(
T rr + T
ϑ
ϑ
)
. (65)
We recall that also these functions can be written as
f(r) = f0(r) + fel.(r), ∆ = ∆0 + ∆el., with fel.(r) =
−q(r)2 and ∆el. = q(r)2. As a result we have
− d
2[q2]
dr2
= −16π
(
a2
sin4 ϑ
Σ
q2
)(
T rr + T
ϑ
ϑ
) |el. . (66)
The remaining terms can be computed requiring the con-
servation of the stress tensor. The analytical components
are given in Appendix C.
C. Thermodynamics
The thermodynamics of the NC geometry inspired
Kerr-Newman black hole can be studied in analogy to
what we found for the neutral spinning case. We recall
that the surface gravity for a general function ∆(r) is
κ =
∆′(r+)
2(r2+ + a
2)
. (67)
When Q 6= 0 we have that ∆ = r2 + a2 − 2m(r)r + q(r)2
and thus
κ =
r+
2(r2+ + a
2)
[
1− a
2
r2+
− q
2(r+)
r2+
+
[q2]′(r+)
r+
− (r
2
+ + a
2 + q2(r+))r+
4θ3/2
e−r
2
+/4θ
γ(3/2; r2+/4θ)
]
. (68)
We can write the above formula as
κ = κ0 +
r+
2(r2+ + a
2)
[
−q
2(r+)
r2+
+
[q2]′(r+)
r+
− (q
2(r+))r+
4θ3/2
e−r
2
+/4θ
γ(3/2; r2+/4θ)
]
, (69)
where κ0 is the temperature in the neutral rotating case.
As in the NCRN case, the presence of the charge just
lowers down the temperature with respect to the neu-
tral case. Therefore we expect a temperature profile that
qualitatively resembles what found in Fig. 1 for the neu-
tral case.
V. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL ROTATING
BLACK HOLES
A. Higher-dimensional regular Kerr black hole
In view of possible appearance of microscopic black
hole in TeV gravity experiments it is mandatory to ex-
tend our analysis to the extradimensional scenario. We
start from the spherically symmetric black hole
ds2(d+1) =
(
1− 2µ(r)
rd−2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
G(r)
dt2 − dr
2(
1− 2µ(r)
rd−2
)
− r2︸︷︷︸
g
Ω2
(dϑ2 + sin2 ϑφ2) − r2 cos2 ϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
Ωd−3
dΩd−3,
µ(r) =
M
Md−1∗ Γ(d/2)
γ(d/2; r2/(4ℓ2). (70)
and we apply our usual prescription for the complexifi-
cation, i.e.
G(r) =
(
1− 2µ(r)
r2rd−4
)
7→
(
1− 2µ[(r
′ + r¯′)/2]
r′r¯′ [(r′ + r¯′)/2]d−4
)
= 1− 2µ(r)
R2 rd−4
,
gΩ2 7→ r′r¯′ = R2,
gΩd−3 = r
2 cos2 ϑ 7→ [(r′ + r¯′)/2] cos2 ϑ = r2 cos2 ϑ2,
R2 = r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ. (71)
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The rotating metric is
ds2 =
∆− a2 sin2 ϑ
R2
dt2 − R
2
∆
dr2 − Σ dϑ2
+2a sin2 ϑ
(
1− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
R2
)
dt dφ
− sin2 ϑ
[
R2 + a2 sin2 ϑ
(
2− ∆− a
2 sin2 ϑ
R2
)]
dφ2
−r2 cos2 ϑ dΩd−3. (72)
Now ∆(r) is defined by the following relation
∆ = r2 + a2 − 2µ(r)
rd−4
.
(73)
The metric enjoys regularity at the origin as the previ-
ous four-dimensional solution. An important quantity for
phenomenology is the temperature. To this purpose the
surface gravity reads
κ =
r+(d− 2)
2(r2+ + a
2)
1 + (d− 4
d− 2
)
a2
r2+
− r
2
+ + a
2
r+(d− 2)
γ
(
d
2 ,
r2+
4ℓ2
)′
γ
(
d
2 ,
r2
+
4ℓ2
)

 . (74)
B. Higher-dimensional regular Kerr-Newmann
black hole
The extension to higher dimension of the NCKN black
hole follows the above line of reasoning. We start from
ds2(d+1) = G(r)dt
2 − dr
2
G(r)
− r2︸︷︷︸
g
Ω2
(dϑ2 + sin2 ϑφ2)
− r2 cos2 ϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
Ωd−3
dΩd−3, (75)
G(r) =
(
1− 2µ(r)
rd−2
+
q(r)2
r2(d−2)
)
,
µ(r) =
M
Md−1∗ Γ(d/2)
γ(d/2; r2/4θ),
q(r)2 = (d− 2) Q
2
πd−2
[
Fd(r) + ddr
d−2γ
(
d
2
;
r2
4θ
)]
,
Fd(r) = γ
2
(
d
2
− 1; r
2
4θ
)
− 2
8−3d
2 rd−2
(d− 2)θ d−22
γ2
(
d
2
− 1; r
2
4θ
)
,
dd =
2
8−3d
2
d− 2
1
θ
d−2
2
Γ
(
d
2 − 1
)
Γ
(
d
2
) , (76)
and we apply our usual prescription for the complexifi-
cation, i.e.
G(r) = 1− 2µ(r)
r2rd−4
+
q(r)2
r2 r2(d−3)
7→ 1− 2µ[(r
′ + r¯′)/2]
r′r¯′ [(r′ + r¯′)/2]d−4
+
q[(r′ + r¯′)/2]2
r′r¯′ [(r′ + r¯′)/2]2(d−3)
= 1− 2µ(r)
R2 rd−4
+
q(r)2
R2 r2(d−3)
,
gΩ2 7→ r′r¯′ = R2,
gΩd−3 = r
2 cos2 ϑ 7→ [(r′ + r¯′)/2] cos2 ϑ = r2 cos2 ϑ2,
R2 = r2 + a2 cos2 ϑ. (77)
The rotating metric is (72) with the new ∆(r) function
∆ = r2 + a2 − 2µ(r)
rd−4
+
q(r)2
r2(d−3)
. (78)
As a final note some comments are in order. The neu-
tral metric (72) approaches the Myers-Perry black hole
with a single angular momentum at large distances [18]
(see [19] for the derivation of the Myers-Perry black
hole by employing the Newman-Janis procedure). On
the other hand we must have care about classical lim-
its of the above charged solution. In Einstein gravity
higher-dimensional spinning charged black holes have an-
alytically been derived only in the slowly rotating case
[20]. For arbitrary values of the rotation parameter the
Einstein tensor coming from the Kerr-Shild decomposi-
tion or either from the Newman-Janis procedure fails to
fit the higher-dimensional Maxwell spinning stress ten-
sor. Only numerical solutions are known in the case
of arbitrary rotation parameter [21]. As a consequence,
since we have employed the Newman-Janis procedure and
the higher-dimensional NCKN solution approaches the
higher-dimensional Kerr-Newman line element at large
distances we have the same problem as in the classi-
cal case. Therefore we can safely consider the solu-
tion only for small rotation parameter. As a result
one obtains the higher-dimensional NCKN solution as
a higher-dimensional NCRN solution [9] with additional
first-order corrections in the rotation parameter.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have derived regular rotating charged
and higher-dimensional black hole solution in the pres-
ence of a noncommutative geometry induced minimal
length [16, 17]. To get this result, we reviewed the
Newman-Janis algorithm in order to include a wider class
of spacetimes generated by nonvanishing stress tensors.
Then we applied this method to obtain the rotating neu-
tral black hole, which matches the known solution found
in [10]. We have studied how noncommutative effects
have smeared out the singularity, by calculating both
the Ricci scalar and the Kretschmann invariant: they
are both finite at the origin. Then we extended the
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analysis in [10] to the thermodynamic properties of this
spinning solution, providing the black hole temperature.
As a second step, we have applied our method to the
case of a charged and spinning object, determining the
noncommutative geometry inspired Kerr-Newman black
hole. We studied the geometrical properties of the solu-
tion as well as the thermodynamic ones. In both frame-
works the solution shows regularity. Finally we have de-
termined the higher-dimensional extension of these met-
rics, providing their Hawking temperature.
With this paper, the program of noncommutative ge-
ometry inspired black holes, initiated in 2005 with the
static, neutral solution, reached its completion. As a final
remark, there are some comments about future applica-
tions. On the astrophysical side, charged black holes are
often regarded as remote possibilities. On the ground of
Newtonian gravity consideration it has been shown that
the Coulomb repulsion would prevents the formation of
black holes whose charge/mass ratio exceeds 10−18. This
would mean that stellar black holes could have roughly
102 C, a tiny charge compared for instance to the Earth
charge which is about half a million C. However due to
the rotation, an intense magnetic field might occur, for
the presence of superficial currents on the hole. The phe-
nomenology of these magnetic fields would in principle
deserve further investigations. On the other hand, the in-
trinsic quantum gravitational nature of these solutions at
small length scales suggests that they could play a signif-
icant role in case of microscopic black hole phenomenol-
ogy. Without entering the debate about the conjectured
production of a mini black hole at the LHC, we recall that
non-rotating higher-dimensional noncommutative geom-
etry inspired black holes have been already the subject
of investigations in TeV gravity phenomenology (analyses
with Monte Carlo event generators can be found in [22]).
Even in the most pessimistic scenario of the absence of
quantum gravity data at the Terascale, our new solutions
can play a role at least in the context of primordial black
holes. Indeed it is widely accepted that the early universe
could have been populated by tiny black holes, which are
nowadays completely evaporated. More specifically, the
conventional scenario for the evaporation of a black hole
consists of four distinct phases, the spin-down phase (loss
of angular momentum), the balding phase (loss of long-
range fields, i.e. hair, i.e. the electromagnetic charge),
the Schwarzschild phase and the Planck phase. In light
of the already determined NCBH solution this general
evaporation scheme has been already reviewed. For in-
stance the final phase is turned into a new phase, called
the SCRAM [24] phase, in which the black hole cools
down to a zero temperature configuration instead of ex-
periencing a runaway increase of the Hawking tempera-
ture [23]. A further modification concerns the sequence
of these phases since the discharging time depends on the
number of extradimensions and on the kind of emission
(brane, bulk-brane, bulk) governing both the Hawking
and the Schwinger pair production mechanisms. There-
fore the new NCKN solution is expected to provide the
final answer about the black hole evolution from the very
beginning to the very end, i.e. taking into account the
yet unexplored spin-down mechanism too.
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Appendix A: Note on Gamma functions
The lower incomplete Gamma function is
γ
(n
2
;x
)
=
∫ x
0
dt
t
tn/2 et. (A1)
The upper incomplete Gamma function is
Γ
(n
2
;x
)
=
∫ ∞
x
dt
t
tn/2 et. (A2)
The relation between the two is
γ
( n
2
;x
)
= Γ
(n
2
)
− Γ
(n
2
;x
)
. (A3)
From the relation
Γ (z + 1) = z Γ (z) (A4)
we find
Γ
(
3
2
)
= Γ
(
1
2
+ 1
)
=
1
2
Γ
(
1
2
)
=
1
2
√
π. (A5)
Appendix B: Kretschmann invariant
The Kretschmann invariant for the spinning black hole
(Q = 0), r > 0 and introducing the notation ℓ =
√
θ is
12
K(r, ϑ) =
e−
r
2
2ℓ2m2
8ℓ10π (cos(2ϑ)a2 + a2 + 2r2)6
(
128r16 + 256a2r14 + 288a4r12 + 2048ℓ4r12 − 1024a2ℓ2r12
+96a4 cos(4ϑ)r12 − 2048e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr11 + 160a6r10 − 1024a2ℓ4r10 − 2304a4ℓ2r10 + 96a6 cos(4ϑ)r10
−768a4ℓ2 cos(4ϑ)r10 + 16a6 cos(6ϑ)r10 − 8192e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
πr9 + 1024a2e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr9 + 35a8r8 − 768a4ℓ4r8
−1920a6ℓ2r8 + 28a8 cos(4ϑ)r8 − 256a4ℓ4 cos(4ϑ)r8 − 1152a6ℓ2 cos(4ϑ)r8 + 8a8 cos(6ϑ)r8 − 192a6ℓ2 cos(6ϑ)r8
+a8 cos(8ϑ)r8 + 1280a4e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
π cos(4ϑ)r7 + 53248a2e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
πr7 + 3840a4e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr7 + 3200a6ℓ4r6
−560a8ℓ2r6 + 1920a6ℓ4 cos(4ϑ)r6 − 448a8ℓ2 cos(4ϑ)r6 + 320a6ℓ4 cos(6ϑ)r6 − 128a8ℓ2 cos(6ϑ)r6
−16a8ℓ2 cos(8ϑ)r6 + 24576e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10πr6 + 5120a4e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
π cos(4ϑ)r5 + 1152a6e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
π cos(4ϑ)r5
+192a6e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
π cos(6ϑ)r5 + 15360a4e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
πr5 + 1920a6e
r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr5 + 2240a8ℓ4r4 + 1792a8ℓ4 cos(4ϑ)r4
+512a8ℓ4 cos(6ϑ)r4 + 64a8ℓ4 cos(8ϑ)r4 − 184320a2e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10πr4 − 13824a6e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
π cos(4ϑ)r3
−2304a6e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ7
√
π cos(6ϑ)r3 − 23040a6e r
2
4L2 ℓ7
√
πr3 + 46080a4e
r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10π cos(4ϑ)r2 + 138240a4e
r
2
2L2 ℓ10πr2
−3072e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10
(
cos(6ϑ)a6 + 10a6 − 180r2a4 + 6 (a2 − 10r2) cos(4ϑ)a4 + 240r4a2 + 15(a4 − 16r2a2 + 16r4)
cos(2ϑ)a2 − 32r6)Γ(3
2
,
r2
4ℓ2
)2
+ 8a2
(
7r4
(
r2 − 8ℓ2)2 a6 − 30(48e r22ℓ2 πℓ10 + 12e r24ℓ2√πr3 (12ℓ2 − r2) ℓ5
−r6 (20ℓ4 − 12r2ℓ2 + r4) )a4 + 16r2 (1440e r22ℓ2 πℓ10 + 40e r24ℓ2√πr3 (4ℓ2 + r2) ℓ5 − 8r6ℓ4 − 24r8ℓ2 + 3r10) a2
+32r4
(
−720e r
2
2ℓ2 πℓ10 + 4e
r
2
4ℓ2
√
πr3
(
52ℓ2 + r2
)
ℓ5 − 4r6ℓ4 − 4r8ℓ2 + r10
))
cos(2ϑ)− 4608a6e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10π cos(4ϑ)
−768a6e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10π cos(6ϑ)− 128e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
(
− 32r11 + 16a2r9 − 128ℓ2r9 + 60a4r7 + 832a2ℓ2r7 + 768e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr6
+30a6r5 + 240a4ℓ2r5 + 3a6 cos(6ϑ)r5 − 5760a2e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr4 − 360a6ℓ2r3 − 36a6ℓ2 cos(6ϑ)r3 + 4320a4e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
πr2
−a2
(
45
(
8e
r
2
4ℓ2
√
πℓ5 + 12r3ℓ2 − r5
)
a4 − 80r2
(
72e
r
2
4ℓ2
√
πℓ5 + 4r3ℓ2 + r5
)
a2 − 16r4(−360e r
2
4ℓ2
√
πℓ5 + 52r3ℓ2
+r5)
)
cos(2ϑ)− 2a4
(
9a2
(
8e
r
2
4ℓ2
√
πℓ5 + 12r3ℓ2 − r5
)
− 10r2
(
72e
r
2
4ℓ2
√
πℓ5 + 4r3ℓ2 + r5
))
cos(4ϑ)
−24a6e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
π cos(6ϑ)− 240a6e r
2
4ℓ2 ℓ5
√
π
)
Γ
(
3
2
,
r2
4ℓ2
)
− 7680a6e r
2
2ℓ2 ℓ10π
)
. (B1)
Appendix C: Stress-energy tensor components
T tt =
1
16π (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
3
[
2a4r cos(4ϑ)m′′(r) − 2a4rm′′(r)− a4 cos(4ϑ)[q(r)2]′′ + a4[q(r)2]′′ (C1)
+8a2r3 cos(2ϑ)m′′(r) − 8a2r3m′′(r)− 4a2r2 cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′′ + 4a2r2[q(r)2]′′ + 8a2r cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′
−24a2r[q(r)2]′ − 8[q(r)2] (a2 cos(2ϑ)− 3a2 − 2r2)+ 4m′(r) (a4 cos(4ϑ)− a4 + 8a2r2 + 8r4)− 16r3[q(r)2]′],
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T rr =
r
(
2rm′(r)− [q(r)2]′)+ [q(r)2]
2π (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
2 , (C2)
T ϑϑ =
1
8π (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
2
[
2a2r cos(2ϑ)m′′(r) + 2a2rm′′(r) + 8a2 cos2(ϑ)m′(r)− a2 cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′′
−a2[q(r)2]′′ + 4r3m′′(r) − 2r2[q(r)2]′′ + 4r[q(r)2]′(r)− 4q(r)2
]
, (C3)
T φφ =
1
4π (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
3
[
2a4r cos(2ϑ)m′′(r) + 2a4rm′′(r) − a4 cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′′ − a4[q(r)2]′′ (C4)
+2a2r3 cos(2ϑ)m′′(r) + 6a2r3m′′(r) + 4a2m′(r)
((
a2 + 2r2
)
cos(2ϑ) + a2
)− a2r2 cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′′ − 3a2r2[q(r)2]′′
−2a2r cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′ + 6a2r[q(r)2 ]′ + 2[q(r)2] (a2 cos(2ϑ)− 3a2 − 2r2)+ 4r5m′′(r)− 2r4[q(r)2]′′ + 4r3[q(r)2]′],
T φt = −
a
4π (a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 + 2r2)
3
[
2a2r cos(2ϑ)m′′(r) + 2a2rm′′(r) + 4m′(r)
(
a2 cos(2ϑ) + a2 − 2r2)
−a2 cos(2ϑ)[q(r)2]′′ − a2[q(r)2]′′ + 4r3m′′(r) − 2r2[q(r)2]′′ + 8r[q(r)2]′ − 8[q(r)2]
]
. (C5)
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